
ArcGIS Pro 3.0 Issues Addressed 
Each major, minor, and patch release of ArcGIS Pro includes fixes for bugs that were reported to Esri Technical 

Support. The bugs that were fixed in ArcGIS Pro 3.0 are listed in the table below. 

ArcGIS Pro 3.0 also includes extensive new functionality, which is described in the what's new topic. 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 3.0.5 

ArcGIS Pro 3.0.5 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed in the subsequent sections for ArcGIS 
Pro 3.0.4, 3.0.3, 3.0.2, 3.0.1, and 3.0.0.  

Issue Description 

BUG-000117894  Globally unique identifier (GUID) fields cannot be used for event parameters in the Make 
Route Event Layer tool. 

BUG-000148996  Unable to copy and paste the utility network between enterprise geodatabases with the 
error message, "ERROR 000260: DBMS sequence not found" returned. 

BUG-000150042  The Import XML Workspace Document tool fails in ArcGIS Pro 3.0 but works in ArcGIS Pro 
2.9.2. 

BUG-000150887  Creating an enterprise geodatabase in SAP HANA results in the imv_view_name column in 
the GDB_Table_registry table only allowing 32 characters. 

BUG-000150939  A feature-linked annotation in an enterprise geodatabase does not update in ArcGIS Pro 
3.0 and 2.9.3 when editing the geometry of the feature it is linked to. When editing the 
attributes of the feature, the annotation displays the edits made. 

BUG-000151010  Using a DBF file as an external table with the Attribute Table function does not work as 
expected in ArcGIS Pro 3.0. 

BUG-000153395  Creating a 3D scene layer package from large-scale multipatch buildings causes ArcGIS Pro 
3.0.2 to crash. 

BUG-000153703  High random access memory (RAM) consumption and slow performance in ArcGIS Pro 
when working with a feature service. 

BUG-000154004  Instead of returning an exception indicating the user does not have the permission to 
access the versioned view (_evw), the arcpy.ArcSDESQLExecute execute() method outputs 
a random value for 'select count(*) from .' when the user does not have the SELECT 
permission on the versioned view (_evw). 

BUG-000154284  A view definition is not displayed for file geodatabase views. 

BUG-000154923  After upgrading a PostgreSQL 10.7.1 geodatabase, editing feature classes fails due to 
some functions not being owned by the data owner anymore. 

BUG-000156042  Passing privileges on a feature class in SAP HANA through database roles does not work in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000156642  An SQL Server geodatabase connection does not correctly display the list of tables in the 
catalog when the owner name matches the name of the database. 
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Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 3.0.4 

ArcGIS Pro 3.0.4 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed in the subsequent sections for ArcGIS 
Pro 3.0.3, 3.0.2, 3.0.1, and 3.0.0.  

Issue Description 

BUG-000140203  Using the table raster type when creating a derived mosaic dataset results in an 
incorrect number of records in the footprints table of the derived mosaic dataset. 

BUG-000143558  In ArcGIS Pro, opening the fields view when designing fields on a feature class returns 
the error message, "An error occurred loading fields" when the 'Touch Keyboard and 
Handwriting Panel Service' Windows service is disabled. 

BUG-000141134  Exporting selected records from two joined enterprise geodatabase tables in ArcGIS Pro 
exports only 40 records. 

BUG-000144821  The Select Layer By Attribute tool selects an incomplete subset when a join between 
enterprise geodatabase (EGDB) data is defined. 

BUG-000146556  Some NetCDF data display a gap with no data at the prime meridian. 

BUG-000149637  In the Workflow pane in ArcGIS Pro, jobs assigned to a group are unable to run unless 
the jobAssignAny privilege is enabled in the group's role. The 'Start Step' button is 
greyed out and the error message, "This command is currently unavailable. Unable to 
start a step for a job not assigned or cannot be reassigned to you." is displayed. 

BUG-000150030  Publishing a Python toolbox from ArcGIS Pro 3.0 and newer to ArcGIS Enterprise 10.9.1 
and older returns a 999999 error message during staging. 

BUG-000150808  Archive difference (DIFF) tables should be created as global temp tables in Azure SQL 
Databases 

BUG-000150825  The setting scale for dimension line layers is not honored when viewing the feature 
service in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000150828  Setting scale for annotation layers is not honored when viewing a feature service in 
ArcGIS Pro 

BUG-000151277  Issue with editing traverse based records. 

BUG-000151792  The Generate Routes tool creates incorrect results. 

BUG-000152129  Applying raster function templates to mosaic datasets crashes ArcGIS Pro if the template 
is created using Vector Field symbols. 

BUG-000152746  The Error Inspector does not update correctly if two instances of error layers from a 
validation-enabled feature service with Arcade attribute rules are present in a map. 

BUG-000152782  PolygonBuilderEx.ToGeometry returns an exception, "Destination Array was not long 
enough. Check the destination index, length, and the array's lower bounds. (parameter 
'destinationArray')". 

BUG-000152786  Running the Geotagged Photos To Points geoprocessing tool is producing an error in 
ArcGIS Pro 3.0. 

BUG-000152813  ArcGIS Pro stops responding when clicking 'Run' in the Create Routes pane. 

BUG-000152963  ArcGIS Pro stops responding when exporting a layout containing the Modern Antique 
basemap with transparency applied to PDF. 

BUG-000152993  When creating a polyline from 3D points, the extent ZMin value is set to 0. 

BUG-000153009  ArcGISPortal.SignIn throws the Exception: System.AggregateException: 'A Task's 
exception(s) were not observed either by Waiting on the Task or accessing its Exception 
property.' 

BUG-000153135  Editing feature layers using the Split tool and Edit Vertices tool in a mobile geodatabase 
returns inconsistent errors and behavior. 

BUG-000153423  ArcGIS Pro crashes when sorting fields in the fields view. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000153528  Error 999999 is returned when executing an Arcade expression on batch calculation 
attribute rule with 'Exclude from application evaluation' enabled. 

BUG-000153652  ArcGIS Pro 3.x crashes when adding an area of interest to a temporal profile. 

BUG-000154043  Some candidates are not returned for inputs that do not have zones when 'Match with 
no zone' is set to True. 

BUG-000154410  The Append or Copy Features tool is massively slower than copy, especially for 
dimension FeatureClasses with factors 50 up to 500 and more depending on 
FeatureCount. 

BUG-000154543  Update Layer Data Sources tool does not support special characters. 

BUG-000154544  The Import Generalization Data is not creating Simplify Tolerances correctly. 

BUG-000154590  Thin Indoor Pathways fails when transitions have been modified. 

BUG-000154591  Thin Indoor Pathways fails with Error 000354 when Levels NAME_SHORT values are not 
valid feature class names. 

BUG-000155200  Ensure ArcGIS Pro 3.0.x does not crash when working with 11.1 or later Knowledge 
Graph Server 

 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 3.0.3 

ArcGIS Pro 3.0.3 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed in the subsequent sections for ArcGIS 
Pro 3.0.2, 3.0.1, and 3.0.0.  

Issue Description 

BUG-000139264  Arcpy.exportToTIFF() creates a different output than the Export Map functionality in 
ArcGIS Pro when a raster layer includes transparency. 

BUG-000141160  Certain content management workflows (creating folder, file geodatabase, adding folder 
connection, using embedded file explorer) fail when accessed through Catalog or using 
the content management user interface, but succeed when a geoprocessing tool (Create 
Folder, Create File Geodatabase) or alternate workflow is used. 

BUG-000149126  Calculate Max Elevation Figures GP tool does not consider Vertical Obstruction Features 
when the feature is browsed to in the UI. 

BUG-000151220  Shapefiles do not draw when imported to ArcGIS Pro 2.9 and 3.0 from RemoteView 4.7. 

BUG-000151616  Aggregate Polygons running for hours before finishing or not finishing at all. 

BUG-000151977  The Import AIXM 5.1 Message tool in ArcGIS Pro 3.0 crashes using customer data. 

BUG-000152163  Topology property page miss presents rule after adding a 0 (zero) subtype to Connection 
lines and validation error not show to user via UI 

BUG-000152808  Microsoft .NET update results in ArcGIS Pro 2.8 and 2.9 crashing when changing 
symbology. 

BUG-000153572  Add additional crash dump error messaging for licensing issue 

BUG-000153625  Addressed OpenSSL 3.0.3 software vulnerabilities: CVE-2022-3786 & CVE-2022-3602. 

BUG-000153626  Addressed third-party Curl library software vulnerabilities: CVE-2022-42915 & CVE-2022-
42916. 
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Issues addressed at ArcGIS Data Interoperability for Pro 3.0.3 

ArcGIS Data Interoperability for Pro 3.0.3 fixes the issues listed below. 

Issue Description 

BUG-000152297 Python compatibility issue causes some format readers and writers to fail during 
translation). 

 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 3.0.2 

ArcGIS Pro 3.0.2 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed in the subsequent sections for ArcGIS 
Pro 3.0.1 and 3.0.0.  

Issue Description 

BUG-000149595  Unable to connect to a Snowflake database from ArcGIS Pro when the password contains 
a semi-colon(;). 

BUG-000149371  ArcGIS Pro crashes when a new feature class is created in a file geodatabase after a 
mosaic dataset is added to the ArcGIS Pro Contents pane from an enterprise geodatabase. 

BUG-000151872  Crash when creating a new geodatabase in the same instance where an ArcGIS Pro 3.0 or 
higher release geodatabase named SDE exists. 

BUG-000151545  ArcGIS Pro stops responding when running the Collapse Road Detail geoprocessing tool. 

BUG-000149525  The Divide tool moves the endpoint of a curved line and causes dangles. 

BUG-000151664  In the ground to grid corrections dialog, the user interface shows 1.0 as the scale factor 
when it is not 1.0. 

BUG-000151640  For feature templates, renaming a layer in the Contents pane creates a new template 
instead of renaming it. 

BUG-000146027  A SQL expression used in ArcObjects SDK (.NET) 10.4 (10.4.1) gets a different result when 
used in ArcObjects SDK (.NET) 10.8 (10.8.1). 

BUG-000149570  Unchecking the Restrictive option is not honored when editing a branch versioned feature 
service with contingent values. 

BUG-000149344  The database path in the properties in a mobile geodatabase layer is incorrect. 

BUG-000151241  The Feature To Line error message, "ERROR 160196: Invalid Topology" is returned when 
running output data from the Production Mapping models. 

BUG-000149899  Misleading error message and behavior in ArcGIS Pro 2.9.x (ERROR 000816: The tool is not 
valid.) vs. 2.8.x  (00256: Server version <value> tool <value> does not have new 
parameter). 

BUG-000151282  ArcGIS Pro crashes when panning and using roaming mode (F8) in a stereo workspace. 

BUG-000151305  ArcGIS Pro stops responding when adding a raster to a map or when panning and 
zooming. 

BUG-000149027  ArcGIS Indoors field mapping fails to write annotation data to any default fields besides 
Use Type field parameter. 

BUG-000150207  The final release of ArcGIS Pro 3.0 is not able to load attribute tables with more than 2.5 
million records at once. 

BUG-000151036  The FMV Extract Video Frames To Images tool sets corner coordinate values using image 
resolution instead of using the known coordinates. 

BUG-000151328  Extract Video Frames to Images reaches 100% but it never finishes. The tool keeps 
running without errors. 

BUG-000151122  Exported traverse file does not contain the coordinates of the vertices in ArcGIS Pro 3.0. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000151233  Tasks in ArcGIS Pro do not open some of the editing tool panes unless the project is 
reopened. 

BUG-000152295  Copying annotation dataset taking a much longer time than copying the same number of 
simple geometry features. 

 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 3.0.1 

ArcGIS Pro 3.0.1 fixes the issues listed below and includes the fixes listed in the subsequent section for ArcGIS Pro 
3.0.0. 

Issue Description 

BUG-000145832  An RFT saved from the symbology pane for a multidimensional raster does not display 
when used as a symbology template for the same layer. 

BUG-000150336  A crash occurs when displaying annotations stored using the SDEBINARY type. 

BUG-000150564  Exporting PDFs from ArcGIS Pro 3.0 and combining them in Adobe Acrobat DC causes 
them to turn blank. 

BUG-000150818  

A picture element copied from Excel is not displaying after upgrading to ArcGIS Pro 3.0. 

BUG-000150851  

The application crashes after selecting a web layer or service when overwriting. 

BUG-000150875  The Geostatistical Wizard removes points with selection sets and coincident point 
aggregation. 

BUG-000150895  The ArcGIS Pro application may crash when editing annotation features. 

BUG-000151195  

Network analysis layers created with ArcGIS Online URL as the network data source fail to 
solve and returns error messages about the locate settings missing the sources key. 

 

Issues addressed at ArcGIS Pro 3.0.0 
Issue Description 

BUG-000088185  The Symbology pane must reflect absolute values for the LAS dataset layer's scan angle 
rendering. 

BUG-000089245  Displaying digital elevation model (DEM) data in a scene in ArcGIS Pro with vertical 
exaggeration creates gaps in the raster layer at some places. 

BUG-000095736  When importing symbology from one feature to another, adding the same feature classes 
to the map twice with the same name returns the error message, “ERROR 000400: 
Duplicate inputs are not allowed”. 

BUG-000107403  The Intersect 3D tool does not always generate closed multipatch output. 

BUG-000108419  Saving a model using Save As with an underscore reverts to prior name of model with a '2' 
added at the end. 

BUG-000109124  The typeIdField property in the REST endpoint is not populated with the same syntax used 
in the fields section. 

BUG-000111693  ArcCatalog returns errors when assigning privileges to users on referenced mosaic 
datasets stored in enterprise geodatabases. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000112368  

Raster statistics fail to update dynamically with the display extent when using stretch 
symbology imagery and dynamic range adjustment (DRA) in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000113421  

Failure in importing a specific XML file with representations to a geodatabase. 

BUG-000113615  Publishing a service fails if the registered data connection includes the character "ñ" 
and/or "§" in the database user password. 

BUG-000113773  The 'Automatically convert the CAD file to a set of geodatabase feature classes' option 
does not work in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000115361  When a toolbox in ArcGIS Pro is saved using the Save As command, any model builder 
tools are invisible in the editor. 

BUG-000115578  

Several libraries and executables are compiled with ASLR disabled in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000115579  

Several libraries and executables are compiled with DEP disabled in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000116248  

The color range applied to a portion of symbols in ArcGIS Pro is not honored. 

BUG-000116752  

Spaces are considered as separators for multiple tags while publishing a feature service to 
ArcGIS Online from ArcGIS Pro using the FeatureSharingDraft Python function. 

BUG-000117281  

The Make Query Layer and Make Query Table tools fail when using the unique identifier 
field containing a timestamp without the time zone field in the PostgreSQL database. 

BUG-000117778  

Maps and layouts cannot be organized when many tabs are opened in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000118725  Loading a multipatch layer into the Is Closed 3D tool causes crash. 

BUG-000118746  Shadow offset values are rounded to the nearest whole number in PDF (Portable 
Document Format) file exports. 

BUG-000120641  Improve the error message returned when Event ID is not mapped or generated in the 
Append Events tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.3.1. 

BUG-000120664  The Manage Tile Cache tool fails to generate cache when using a custom tiling scheme in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000120826  In ArcGIS Pro 2.3.1 layout view, adding a picture by creating a bounding box causes gaps 
with the image and the bounding box. 

BUG-000121423  

In ArcGIS Pro, related records of a feature layer do not appear in the pop-up window if a 
join is performed on any of the feature classes involved in a relationship class. 

BUG-000121639  The tile layer credits set in ArcGIS Online is displayed as OpenStreetMap in ArcGIS Pro and 
is not shown in ArcMap. 

BUG-000121898  

In the Similarity Search tool, the check box for the Collapse_Output_To_Points option is 
not available for the Standard license. 

BUG-000122416  Changing the name of a field with an index built on causes all indexes on the table to 
disappear in ArcGIS Pro. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000123133  

When the user is a part of more than 53 groups in the ArcGIS Enterprise portal, the Share 
Package tool fails and returns the following error message, “ERROR 999999: Something 
unexpected caused the tool to fail. Failed to execute (SharePackage).” 

BUG-000123978  

The Calculate Field return null values when using a comma as a decimal point. 

BUG-000123993  When a relate is created in ArcGIS Pro with a Comma Separated Value (CSV) file, the 
Explore tool does not show related data of the CSV file. 

BUG-000126185  

The Qt module causes ArcGIS Pro to crash if a script is run in the Python window. 

BUG-000126571  

The mosaic dataset incorrectly reads the year (Date) values for Compressed ARC Digitized 
Raster Graphics (CADRG) images in ArcGIS Pro and ArcMap. 

BUG-000127264  

In ArcGIS Pro, the output of any conversion tool (when used just before the Feature Class 
Z To ASCII tool) with the environment setting to enable or disable Z values is not honored 
by the Feature Class Z To ASCII tool inside a ModelBuilder. 

BUG-000127840  The Alter Field tool after using the Excel to Table tool returns Error 999999 in 
ModelBuilder. 

BUG-000129060  Parallel processing causes the Copy Raster geoprocessing tool to fail. 

BUG-000129822  The KML to Layer tool does not honor the setting of the 'overwrite existing datasets' 
option in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000129896  ArcGIS Pro does not honor VBScript extra spacing in labels. 

BUG-000129990  

Unable to update the packages in ArcGIS Pro after the cloning environment. 

BUG-000130096  Using the Register with Geodatabase tool in ArcGIS Pro fails when the query layer is 
supplied from the Contents pane. 

BUG-000130149  ArcGIS Pro requests for the user credentials each time when opening a project with a 
secured service from a standalone ArcGIS Server even when checking the Save 
Username/Password option. 

BUG-000130192  Disabling the network topology causes ArcGIS Pro 2.5 to crash when the utility network 
has a Z extent of NaN. 

BUG-000130311  Performance issue when rendering features symbolized to vary by attribute in the ArcGIS 
Pro 2.5 local scene. 

BUG-000130599  The MaxHeight and MaxWidth properties fail to restrict the maximum size of a 
ProWindow. 

BUG-000131693  The Select Layer By Attributes tool fails with ERROR 000358 or ERROR 000732 when 
scheduled in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000131710  When running the Near 3D tool within ArcGIS Pro 2.5.1, it provides incorrect values within 
the output dataset. 

BUG-000131771  

Field visibility settings are not honored when using the Calculate Field tool in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000132004  Unable to add fields via the New Field option for hosted feature services in ArcGIS Pro 
with a Basic license. 

BUG-000132625  A variable in ModelBuilder with a file data type does not recognize .xlsx files when 
navigating through the Browse... folder icon. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000132685  The output of the Layer 3D to Feature Class tool results in features being offset when the 
input data uses geographic coordinate system. 

BUG-000133073  The Vary symbology by attribute tab does not honor the changes in the sample size 
parameter of 'Advanced symbology options' in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000133107  Undo or Redo (CTRL+Z/CTRL+Y) works only once while editing in the Format Text window 
of the Dynamic Text Layout element in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000133141  A pop-up in ArcGIS Pro displays a single space for file paths, although there are multiple 
spaces in the attribute table. 

BUG-000133199  Unable to drag multiple layers at one time from the Contents pane into a ModelBuilder in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000133466  The ArcGIS Pro Python Package Manager Update tab shows packages unavailable for 
update. 

BUG-000133710  Add the text, "All origins must be in the same time zone when solving an analysis across 
multiple time zones and using a time-based impedance attribute." to the ArcGIS Pro 
documentation. 

BUG-000133717  Feature services published through Python scripting do not honor the symbology settings 
when the symbology is set using an Arcade expression. 

BUG-000133723  In ArcGIS Pro 2.6, updating a mutable selection data with contingent values loses the 
sorting function of the list. 

BUG-000133774  In ArcGIS Pro, the cloned Python environments are unable to be deleted if there are two 
cloned Python environments with the same name in different locations, and if one of the 
two is active. 

BUG-000133896  

In ModelBuilder, the Add Join tool still runs successfully after the tool validates and 
returns the following error messages, "ERROR 000732: Input Layer or Table View: Dataset 
$MB=TallThings does not exist or is not supported", and "ERROR 000732: Join Table: 
Dataset $MB=Tablez does not exist or is not supported." 

BUG-000133929  

Adding a CADRG dataset to a mosaic dataset with an existing duplicate causes the 
duplicate to be overwritten when the versions differ, no matter the version difference. 

BUG-000133934  The ArcGIS Pro service area solve freezes when using the BA 2020 NA dataset and the 
date and time option. 

BUG-000135023  The Append Routes geoprocessing tool fails and returns the following error, "160145: The 
field is not nullable.[ASSETTYPE]." 

BUG-000135109  When running the Create Replica tool for the second time from the Results window, the 
replica data is not updated to the latest changes. 

BUG-000135184  The compression quality export parameter is not honored when saving, closing, and 
reopening an ArcGIS Pro project in a new session. 

BUG-000135186  The Embed Fonts, Export Map Georeference Information, and Simulate Overprint settings 
are cleared when selecting and deselecting the 'Output as image' parameter in the ArcGIS 
Pro export PDF setting. 

BUG-000135399  Toolboxes saved in ArcGIS Pro 2.6.2 and opened in ArcMap or ArcCatalog 10.8.1 fail to 
display models despite being saved as the correct version. 

BUG-000135738  Running the LAS Building Multipatch tool returns the following error message, "Error 
999999 Something unexpected caused the tool to fail." 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000135864  

Sum calculations and headers are incorrect or not displayed in the ArcGIS Pro report. 

BUG-000136024  

Attempts to import the Field Notes template feature layer from ArcGIS Online to a local 
file geodatabase in ArcGIS Pro with the Feature Class To Geodatabase tool fail, and return 
the following warning message, “Failed to convert: (Areas. can only join an iterable." 

BUG-000136166  

In ArcGIS Pro, running the Python script in the Trim Archive History geoprocessing tool 
trims different BeforeDates when data is from an Oracle database. 

BUG-000136238  Attempts to connect to a Web Map Service (WMS) show intermittent failures in ArcGIS 
Pro. 

BUG-000136441  There are duplicate symbology colors when using critical breaks on polygons in a 
graduated color symbology in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000136675  Zooming and panning with a dynamic range adjustment (DRA) does not show changes in 
ranges under the Contents pane. 

BUG-000136842  Using the Identify tool in the ArcGIS Server Rest API returns one result if a layer is 
configured as a raster layer. 

BUG-000136939  The error message, “Segmentation is unavailable for current Data Source” is returned 
when using any options in the Target Marketing toolset within the Business Analyst 
toolbox for ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000137298  The error message, "ERROR 130051: Input feature class is not registered as versioned." is 
returned when attempting to execute Calculate Geometry for area on layers with 
relationships. 

BUG-000137849  The Calculate Geometry Attributes geoprocessing tool fails when there is an attribute rule 
activated on a non-versioned feature class. 

BUG-000137859  Unable to view attributes created using null geometry or no geometry in the attribute 
table if the attributes are stored within a GeoPackage. 

BUG-000138129  

Using a grid raster as an exploratory training raster in the 'Forest-based Classification and 
Regression' tool returns the following error message, "Problem extracting values from 
<path> using origin location <X,Y Coordinates. Failed to execute (Forest)." 

BUG-000138174  

The ArcGISPortal.GetToken() parameter returns token from another logged-in Portal. 

BUG-000138242  Running the 'Polygon to Raster' geoprocessing tool on a large feature class does not 
honor the CELL_CENTER method parameter. 

BUG-000138573  Unchecked legend items from map services are showing in exports. 

BUG-000138616  When using Summary Statistics in a report, the null values of a globally unique identifier 
(GUID) field are not excluded from the count. 

BUG-000138659  Importing to ArcGIS Pro through the Import 3D Files tool or as 3D object feature layers, 
large .obj files lose textures. 

BUG-000138861  

In ArcGIS Pro, the Cost Connectivity tool fails and returns error 999999 if the cost raster 
contains cell values of zero (0) instead of a proper error message. 

BUG-000138955  Some multidimensional netCDF data do not load in ArcGIS Pro 2.7. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000139328  

Publishing a web tool or geoprocessing service from ArcGIS Pro to ArcGIS Server 
automatically sets the geometry type as esriGeometryPoint or esriGeometryPolygon if the 
input feature class is using the point or polygon geometry. 

BUG-000139354  

The locator with a Point Address locator role incorrectly matches addresses in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000139593  The LayoutAddedEvent triggers when Export Layout is run in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000140419  

The Buffer geoprocessing tool configured with flat end types and listed fields as dissolve 
type returns rounded ends when using projected coordinate systems. 

BUG-000140556  ArcGIS Pro crashes when adding a sublayer of a map image layer with the linear 
referencing capability to the map. 

BUG-000140702  Right-clicking and selecting paste does not work when attempting to paste a value into 
the query builder in the Select By Attributes tool. 

BUG-000140769  When running the Kernel Density tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.8, the output does not cover the 
entire mask extent. The correct output is produced when running the same process in 
ArcGIS Pro 2.7.3. 

BUG-000140779  When reconciling edits on a feature service with a set time zone, date type fields display 
incorrectly in the Conflict Manager. 

BUG-000140962  

Editor Tracking assigns editor fields for the Creator category when Creator is set to None. 

BUG-000140987  In ArcGIS Pro, unable to add a GRIB multidimensional raster to map and read its 
properties from the Catalog pane. 

BUG-000141107  Textures are lost when importing an OBJ file with a file path containing Chinese 
characters. 

BUG-000141183  

After changing the size of the straight text, the layout element's anchor position changes. 

BUG-000141203  The supportsCalculate property is set to false when bulk publishing feature services from 
an enterprise database. 

BUG-000141235  The Create Drive-Time Areas tool fails when a public routing utility service from another 
portal is implemented. 

BUG-000141275  Sorting order for related records (3rd listing level) set in the pop-up configuration is not 
honored in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000141315  Copying a file geodatabase into an Oracle database results in a truncated target source 
name for the relationship class. 

BUG-000141436  The Calculate Prediction Zones tool fails to generate zones for dates at the end of the 
temporal range of influence when no time is set. 

BUG-000141485  

Unable to load ArcGIS Notebook from a Universal Naming Convention (UNC) path. 

BUG-000141559  

The Clip Layers tool does not work correctly in ArcGIS Pro 2.8.x for layers excluded from 
clipping if Layer Blend is set to a different option than Normal or Exclusion. 

BUG-000141668  Dynamic labels overlap features with certain symbology when using the Maplex Label 
Engine. 

BUG-000141723  Date field elements display database time rather than the formatted date when including 
the date into a report. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000141805  Unable to remove a BIM cloud connection from the Catalog pane. 

BUG-000141808  The leader tolerance text to 'Automatically snap the leader to the text' is cut off when 
working with the French language pack. 

BUG-000141824  ArcGIS World Geocoding Service API does not consider the 'searchExtent' parameter 
when geocoding addresses for China. 

BUG-000142076  Changing the depth of a multidimensional raster layer does not display correctly in ArcGIS 
Pro 2.8.2. 

BUG-000142107  Segment Skyline attributes do not populate when the Segment Skyline option is enabled 
in the Skyline tool. 

BUG-000142117  The Export Raster tool in ArcGIS Pro returns the error message, "Failed to export <raster 
name>: Failed to export the data." 

BUG-000142125  The error message, "ERROR 130051: Input feature class is not registered as versioned" is 
returned when running Calculate Geometry on layers containing joins stored in an 
enterprise geodatabase in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000142182  The Modify Association pane appears to succeed when creating an invalid connectivity 
association in a file geodatabase. 

BUG-000142183  The Apply Symbology From Layer geoprocessing tool crashes with mosaic datasets when 
the 'Update ranges' option is selected. 

BUG-000142227  Overlying dialog windows hinders the 'ArcGIS Project: Save Changes to' dialog from 
working correctly. 

BUG-000142271  

Field Calculator with Python 3 as the expression type changes the decimals in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000142304  Additional TrueType Fonts (.TTF) installed on a machine and used in ArcGIS Pro display 
dots above and/or below, and/or adjacent to various characters of a label when a halo 
with no transparency is applied. 

BUG-000142319  Issue with the zoom-in function while having a map in a rotated state where it is zoomed 
out instead. 

BUG-000142398  Esri China basemaps from Tianditu Web Map Tile Service (WMTS) fail to load in ArcGIS 
Pro, as it appears there are two parameters for tokens. 

BUG-000142441  

The attachment is not retained when running a feature service through ModelBuilder. 

BUG-000142463  Clicking the Previous Extent tool in the Quick Access Toolbar does not return to the 
previous extent. 

BUG-000142466  

In ArcGIS Pro, the Construct Sight Lines tool does not recognize the correct elevation 
value for the Target Height Field parameter with a float field type. 

BUG-000142500  Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) metadata elements are lost when upgrading 
to the ArcGIS metadata format. 

BUG-000142525  When word wrapping is enabled, table frame columns are not vertically balanced as 
expected, and some field rows are missing. 

BUG-000142545  

In ArcGIS Pro, running arcpy.management.CalculateFields() returns the error message, 
"Error 000735: Value is required" when passing a value table to the fields parameter. 

BUG-000142552  Layer search does not work as expected in ArcGIS Pro when the data is stored in an 
enterprise geodatabase. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000142556  ArcGIS Pro report does not print the field values with domain attached, unless a subtype 
field is included in the report. 

BUG-000142584  

In a model in ArcGIS Pro, when the Select Layer By Location tool's Layer With Selection 
output variable is set to 'Add To Display', the name of the layer added to the map is 
derived from the Output Layer Names output variable. 

BUG-000142713  The error message, "ERROR 000824: The tool is not licensed. Failed to execute 
(CreateThiessenPolygons)" is returned when executing the Neighborhood Summary 
Statistics tool with a Basic license in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000142798  ArcGIS Pro does not retain the Open Sans font as the Text Symbol Font. 

BUG-000142814  The Linear Burn type does not have georeferencing information in PDF when using the 
WGS 1984 Web Mercator (Auxiliary Sphere) projection. 

BUG-000142821  Unable to modify the default values for the legend item properties if the layer name is 
empty in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000142879  

When trying to calculate the field of a joined hosted feature layer, the error message, 
"Error 999999: Something unexpected caused the tool to fail" is returned. 

BUG-000142997  In ArcGIS Pro, the multidimensional raster layer only displays NoData with certain netCDF 
files. 

BUG-000143017  When adding custom raster function templates to ArcGIS Online, the raster data does not 
honor the image display configuration. 

BUG-000143077  ArcGIS Pro 2.8.x Python Package Manager is unable to install GeoPandas. 

BUG-000143130  In ArcGIS Pro, after running the Convert Time Field tool in a standalone Excel table with 
the Enable Undo check box unchecked, the table view cannot be opened and the error 
message, "An expected field was not found or could not be retrieved properly." is 
returned. 

BUG-000143151  Using ST_Geometry increases the processing time when creating a join from a feature 
class to a table. 

BUG-000143229  ArcGIS Pro does not parse dynamic job property tokens in ArcGIS Workflow Manager 
(Classic). 

BUG-000143285  An error is returned while creating a query layer in a geodatabase on the Microsoft Azure 
SQL Server instance with the Lithuanian_CI_AS collation. 

BUG-000143289  

In ArcGIS Pro 2.9, the layout element returns incorrect values when rotated. 

BUG-000143326  ArcGIS Pro 2.8.1 incorrectly interprets or imports U and V components when adding GRIB 
data while ArcMap 10.8.1 interprets correctly. 

BUG-000143389  When performing a join in ArcGIS Pro, the matching join field name displays 
intermittently with changed cases. 

BUG-000143393  When publishing from ArcGIS Pro 2.8.3 to ArcGIS Image Server 10.9, ArcGIS Server folders 
are not visible in the Publish Image Server window. 

BUG-000143414  Loading the Configure Pop-ups pane for a web map with a custom field order only 
displays the original field order. 

BUG-000143425  

The Multipart To Singlepart tool does not generate all of the expected results. 

BUG-000143430  The Eyedropper tool in the Symbology pane does not work when the Symbology pane is 
set to auto-hide. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000143455  There are empty output and lack of output display when converting multipatch features 
to KMZ in ArcGIS Pro 2.7.2, 2.8, 2.8.1, and 2.8.3. 

BUG-000143478  Error 999999 is returned when trying to convert the LAS files in format 1.4 to an earlier 
format using the Convert LAS tool in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000143485  Updates to utility network point feature m-values using the Edit Vertices tool in ArcGIS 
Pro do not persist when saved. 

BUG-000143529  The error is returned when running the Service Area analysis tool, "Error DBMS table not 
found Invalid object name 'sde.sessions_137833_5'". 

BUG-000143543  

The Python 3 runtime in ArcGIS Pro 2.7 and above crashes when attempting to create a 
service definition file (.sd) of the Workflow Manager (Classic) service type by using the 
createSD method of the WorkflowConnection object. 

BUG-000143548  The error message, "The connection property set was missing a required property or the 
property value was unrecognized" is returned when attempting to create a project or 
map package in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000143587  Using a group template to create features in Gas Utility Network does not establish 
connectivity between a network line and a midspan device. 

BUG-000143589  Geodatabase.ApplyEdits() returns the following error message, 
"GeodatabaseRowException: A requested row object could not be located" when 
applying edits to a utility network in ArcGIS Pro 2.8.x. 

BUG-000143599  The annotation sublayer's Layer IDs are not in sequential order when published from 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000143601  

The Extract by Attribute (Spatial Analyst - Toolset/ Extraction) tool is not working correctly 
in ArcGIS Pro 2.8.3 or ArcGIS Pro 2.9 Beta if a comma is defined as the decimal delimiter in 
the region settings of the operating system (OS). 

BUG-000143605  

The Raster Calculator tool fails to execute in a model with an iterator when the layer 
name in 'Map Algebra expression' contains the '%' symbol in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000143614  The Add Variable Based Suitability Criteria (Business Analyst) tool fails when using 
variables from a Statistical Data Collection (SDCX) layer. 

BUG-000143639  

In ArcGIS Online, when using a routing service with a custom travel mode, the Generate 
Service Areas tool presents a disk output when ring output is selected. 

BUG-000143655  

Memory leak due to the panning cartographic representations causes ArcMap to crash. 

BUG-000143659  Error writing i3sREST with international characters to Amazon Web Services (AWS), 
Alibaba, or Google Cloud Store. 

BUG-000143686  Unable to use the output of the Trace tool as an input for analysis in IDLE (Integrated 
Development Environment). 

BUG-000143779  After posting changes to a protected default version, the map display is not correctly 
refreshed. 

BUG-000143782  Unable to view description information for an output generated in ArcGIS Pro using the 
Layer To KML tool. 

BUG-000143788  Unable to run the 'Export as Graphics' option on a data containing Japanese characters 
when the extension is .png or .jpeg. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000143805  Merge parcel features with an active record performs much more slowly than when no 
active record is set. 

BUG-000143839  Tables created from PgAdmin or PostgreSQL using Chinese characters are not visible 
under the database in ArcMap. 

BUG-000143877  The Feature to NetCDF tool returns the error message, "Error: 999999" when an input of 
40,000 records and 3 dimensions are added to the data. 

BUG-000143892  Reconcile fails with the error message, "An expected field was not found" returned on 
Utility Network version 3. 

BUG-000143910  The Merge tool in ArcGIS Pro produces a table with <Null> values when the input tables 
are browsed from a disk. 

BUG-000143931  

There is a difference in the naming convention between ArcGIS Pro 2.5 and ArcGIS Pro 
2.8.3 for the font directories of custom fonts in vector tile packages. 

BUG-000143940  The Validate Network Topology tool does not include the success flag to statusUrl when 
run asynchronously and Success = true. 

BUG-000143972  The Package Map tool in ArcGIS Pro fails to create a map package (.mpkx) to be used with 
ArcGIS Runtime Local Server when the 'Reference all data for Runtime' check box is 
checked. 

BUG-000143987  The group sharing configuration is not maintained when overwriting a service after 
switching the active portal. 

BUG-000143994  

When using the JSON To Features (Conversion) geoprocessing tool, field types and text 
field lengths for the output feature class are changed from the original data. Add a note 
regarding limitations in documentation or revise the tool to not modify the schema. 

BUG-000144001  Enriching a trade ring in ArcGIS Pro using a statistical data collection calculation variable 
sourced from Portal for ArcGIS results in the error message, "ERROR: 999999" is returned 
if the calculation results in zero. 

BUG-000144029  

ArcGIS Pro freezes and crashes when exporting mosaic imagery to TIFF format. 

BUG-000144030  The Spatially Constrained Multivariate Clustering tool creates '(' point symbology after the 
first 30 point symbols. 

BUG-000144038  

When exporting a data clock, calendar heat chart, or matrix heat chart in ArcGIS Pro as a 
graphic, the chart does not export the file in a .png or .jpeg format. 

BUG-000144087  Running the Repair Geometry tool on a multipoint feature class causes ArcGIS Pro to 
crash. 

BUG-000144103  The ImportAixm51 function imports embedded fixToleranceArea instead of trajectory into 
AIS.ProcedureLeg. 

BUG-000144159  The Pivot Table geoprocessing tool does not work as expected. 

BUG-000144178  

In ArcGIS Pro 2.8.x, the horizontal scroll bar does not allow scrolling over an entirely new 
section of columns at a time, as previously possible in ArcGIS Pro 2.7.x. 

BUG-000144198  Using a non-multidimensional raster as an input for the Summarize Categorical Raster 
tool crashes ArcGIS Pro. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000144200  

The 'Modified in this version’ option for the Error Inspector is not displayed after changing 
version from one child version to another from the Contents pane in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000144209  Unable to enable time on a related table in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000144240  The Export Subnetwork tool has performance issues with certain feeders. 

BUG-000144263  

The time slider does not display the data if the regional format is set in Thai (Thailand). 

BUG-000144269  When the regional settings of the PC are set to decimal symbol ',' and digit grouping 
symbol '.' the Find Local Peaks Or Valleys tool returns the following error message, "could 
not convert string to float". 

BUG-000144322  When using the Skyline Graph tool, the Base Visibility Angle user interface validator 
returns an incorrect error message. 

BUG-000144330  When using the Skyline Graph tool, the Output Graph Image title is auto-populated with 
extra and unnecessary characters. 

BUG-000144332  

Maps containing in-memory layers are copied when layouts are copied and pasted. 

BUG-000144339  

The Merge Divided Roads tool creates an output table displaying three or four input road 
segments contributing to a single output road segment in some areas. 

BUG-000144346  The Append tool skips matching attributes for additional feature classes after the first 
with the NO_TEST option but works in ArcMap. 

BUG-000144352  

Version independent note for the Trim Archive History geoprocessing tool help. 

BUG-000144357  When running Append Events for non-alpha routes, the action fails and the error 
message, "Error: 999999" is returned. 

BUG-000144361  The documentation for the Db2 geodatabase must include information that TEMPORARY 
TABLESPACE (and USE privilege for it) is necessary for some geodatabase operation to 
succeed. 

BUG-000144366  The Table Compare tool fails on database views. 

BUG-000144370  Save web map creates from a Web Coverage Service (WCS) instead of referencing the 
Web Coverage Service (WCS) endpoint in the web map. 

BUG-000144376  The Create Parcel Records tool hangs at 91% for days when the tool is used for 10 Mio 
Parcels. 

BUG-000144415  Unable to publish to servers secured with PKI prior to federation with a PKI secured 
portal. 

BUG-000144420  Reconcile fails with a collation conflict error when a database collation is different than an 
instance collation. 

BUG-000144443  Some suggestions may vanish and reappear or show incorrect results after certain 
characters are reached within a locator. 

BUG-000144500  

Deep Learning inference tools fail when input is a public tiled imagery layer that is using 
the JPEG compression and used by a different organization. 

BUG-000144501  Deep Learning inference tools, such as Classify Pixels, and Detect Change returns the error 
message, "ERROR 001009: The raster dataset is not a mosaic raster dataset" when the 
input is a folder containing an image. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000144520  

When two or more map frames are in a layout and either the linked map frame extent or 
the linked map frame center map constraint is used, the intersecting layer appears to be 
cleared when switching from one map frame to another under the Contents pane. 

BUG-000144522  

ArcGIS Pro crashes when using the 'Create 3D Object Scene Layer Package' tool. 

BUG-000144527  The legend patches from the ArcGIS Living Atlas of the World layers appear smaller when 
exported to PDF. 

BUG-000144529  The dirty area renderer for terrain datasets is missing in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000144534  Creating geoprocessing services that have a defined input parameter schema in a Python 
toolbox causes ArcGIS Pro to crash. 

BUG-000144542  

The symbology applied in an input layer using the Import option in the Appearance tab 
changes the pop-ups configured based on the symbology layer. 

BUG-000144547  

The 'move edits to base' option does not list in Manage Properties for Registered As 
Versioned (Traditional) once the dataset is set versioned with move edits to base. 

BUG-000144561  The Python window calls to FindSpaceTimeMatches returns the error, "ERROR 000735: 
primary_start_date_field: Value is required." 

BUG-000144585  An error message, "Invalid characters in the Workspace" is returned when creating the 
Spatial ETL tool with a non-Latin alphabet in ArcGIS Pro 2.9.0. 

BUG-000144596  The Zoom To Layer functionality does not account for a definition query in ArcGIS Pro 2.9 
when data is stored in an enterprise geodatabase. 

BUG-000144632  

The feature created using the Create Features tool does not show in the Attributes 
window of ArcGIS Pro 2.9 if the feature class has a definition query defined. 

BUG-000144636  

The table name in the Attributes tree view does not match with the table name in 
Contents pane when multiple instances of the same table are in the map. 

BUG-000144659  Unable to render a preview image when more than 1,000 datasets are selected in a 
mosaic dataset. 

BUG-000144666  In ArcGIS Pro, the long-running Save Edits operation in a branch version returns the 
following error message, "Save Edits Failed." 

BUG-000144689  When an export map request that includes a definition expression on an invalid map layer 
is performed on a dynamic map service, the service returns incorrect query results until it 
is restarted. 

BUG-000144695  

When using the Calculate Field tool, there is a conflict between the date and text fields 
when the date field is used as the first parameter of a method created in the code block. 

BUG-000144700  

When reconciling, the following error message is returned, "ERROR: Insufficient 
permissions [StructureBoundary]" if the service is published by a database user without 
permissions to a utility network present in the same database by another database user 

BUG-000144715  In ArcGIS Pro 2.8.x and 2.9, listLayers()” in a map returns corrupt layers for annotation 
class (sub) layers, if sub-layer index greater than 9. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000144716  In ArcGIS Pro 2.9, adding a web feature service (WFS) layer to a map displays a standalone 
table instead of the feature layer. 

BUG-000144728  The Terrain and Obstacle Profile element displays multiple runway centerlines when 
running the Generate OIS Profile Data tool with the Sample Runway Features option 
enabled. 

BUG-000144745  Installing an earlier version of a Python package fails, and the current version is installed 
instead. 

BUG-000144795  In ArcGIS Pro, the raster layers are not correctly displayed with CMYK values although 
color management is enabled. 

BUG-000144804  Polygons with the Split output geometry type overlap in a service area. 

BUG-000144815  

The service area solver creates polygons with null geometry for a combination of polygon 
detail options, overlap options, and the trim distance. 

BUG-000144821  The Select Layer By Attribute tool selects an incomplete subset when a join between 
enterprise geodatabase (EGDB) data is defined. 

BUG-000144828  

Versioning a feature class with a Spatial Index V2 index type returns the following error 
message, "ORA-02327: cannot create index on expression with datatype ADT." 

BUG-000144865  

Lines from a service area with a Split output geometry type are not as expected. 

BUG-000144871  When reverse geocoding using the Chinese geocoder, the following error message, "Error 
200: unable to parse" is returned intermittently. 

BUG-000144876  

The error message, "There was a problem in sending the error report." is returned when 
submitting ArcGIS Pro crash dumps within a certain size range. 

BUG-000144877  Running the Update Subnetwork tool does not propagate the network attribute values 
into a configured field. 

BUG-000144881  The Enable Editor Tracking tool incorrectly moves Last Editor Field into Creator Field if 
Creator Field is left empty. 

BUG-000144917  

Unable to apply 3D symbology files if the file names include Japanese characters. 

BUG-000144951  The profile view of a layout is exported incorrectly from ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000144963  The Share as Web Layer option fails and returns the error message, "Federated server not 
available" when ArcGIS Enterprise is federated with port 6443 and the ArcGIS Server 
WebAdaptor access is disabled. 

BUG-000144966  ArcGIS Pro crashes when upgrading a utility network. 

BUG-000144967  The Python script fails in ArcGIS Pro 2.9, but runs in ArcGIS Pro 2.8. 

BUG-000144972  The Table To Table tool in ArcGIS Pro 2.9 creates a table in DBF format rather than CSV 
format when the output name is fully uppercase. 

BUG-000144983  The Run Generalization script tool does not execute when the language in ArcGIS Pro is 
set to German. 

BUG-000144988  

Editing a curve centerline not associated with a route returns a 3D error message. 

BUG-000144993  

In ArcGIS Pro, the Divide tool gives an incorrect preview for the Proportional Area method 
and does not divide the features if a geographic coordinate system is used. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000144999  

ArcGIS Pro stops responding when executing the Thin Spot Heights geoprocessing tool. 

BUG-000145008  

The Generate Topographic Contours script does not execute on a machine running ArcGIS 
Server 10.9.1 when using the ArcGIS Pro-based runtime engine. 

BUG-000145031  The Resample tool in ModelBuilder reverts to the original cell size if the input raster name 
variable is changed. 

BUG-000145043  The ArcGIS Pro documentation in the Japanese language does not contain 'Licensing 
information' for all tools. 

BUG-000145058  For map services published from ArcGIS Pro, edits made to datasets from file 
geodatabases can return stale query results. 

BUG-000145121  Unable to put a margin greater than 100% when attempting to constraint secondary map 
frame extents to the main map frame extent. 

BUG-000145132  ArcGIS Pro allows publishing a database view in an editable feature service if it is not 
registered with the geodatabase. 

BUG-000145172  

When the X or Y column of a XY Event layer is based on a feature class, publishing the 
map as a feature service fails staging and no analyzer warning is returned. 

BUG-000145186  Exporting selected features from a joined layer in ArcGIS Pro 2.9 generates Null values in 
the resulting layer's attribute table's joined fields. 

BUG-000145187  Without reconciling and posting, the attachments added to a branch version fail to open 
after closing ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000145244  

The PDF To TIFF (Conversion) tool fails if the region format is set to Spanish and the 
decimal separator set to ','. When the region format is changed to the regional setting and 
the decimal separator is set as '.', the tool works on the second run, no ma 

BUG-000145253  Overwriting a hosted feature layer on ArcGIS Online from ArcGIS Pro fails and deletes the 
initial hosted feature layer. 

BUG-000145258  Slow performance occurs with the Calculate Geometry Attributes geoprocessing tool in 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000145295  The input fields for the Geocode Addresses tool within ModelBuilder reset upon 
validating the model. 

BUG-000145298  Printing a 11x17 layout map series directly from ArcGIS Pro shifts the map frames about 
an inch to the right. 

BUG-000145300  

A parcel type line feature class does not draw on a map and contains a parcel polygon 
symbology when the parcel type feature class contain subtypes. 

BUG-000145322  The Update Subnetwork tool fails and return the error message, "Error 999999: 
Arithmetic overflow error converting float to data type numeric." 

BUG-000145324  

In ArcGIS Pro, importing tables to a geodatabase from Revit files fails and returns an error 
message when using the Table to Geodatabase tool in a geoprocessing model which is run 
for the second time. Restarting ArcGIS Pro is needed after each run. 

BUG-000145329  Racing conditions cause data loss in certain cases when a large number of concurrent 
edits are performed on the default version. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000145334  

A dirty area returns "Status 9" after validation when the errors are created (expect '8'). 

BUG-000145341  Include more details in the documentation on acceptable rasters for the Boundary Clean 
tool in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000145350  ModelBuilder does not accept the inline variable as a valid input if the Reclassify Field tool 
is used. 

BUG-000145356  The Export Data Changes Message tool has inconsistent behavior depending on the delta 
file's path length. 

BUG-000145357  Propagation is not working correctly for lines connected to the same terminal on a device 
with multiple terminals. 

BUG-000145363  Log4J - ArcGIS Workflow Manager Server. 

BUG-000145364  Running the Add Attribute Rule tool headlessly and via the design view bypasses the 
name and description character length limits. 

BUG-000145368  ArcGIS Pro crashes when a LiDAR data without statistics is provided as an input for the 
Prepare Point Cloud Training Data tool. 

BUG-000145396  Update the parameter names in the Select By Attributes tool in ArcGIS Pro to match the 
upper case and lower case letters. 

BUG-000145398  Valid annotation features are failing to upgrade with the Upgrade Dataset tool in certain 
cases. 

BUG-000145440  Moving a toolbox using the Save As option causes the custom models to not load properly 
in ModelBuilder. 

BUG-000145459  

In ArcGIS Pro, the Make Building Layer tool fails and returns the following error message, 
"999999: something unexpected caused the tool to fail" when an IFC dataset is set as the 
'Input Feature Dataset' parameter in the tool. 

BUG-000145485  When an apostrophe (') is used in #Description of the Python script in an advanced 
labeling expression in ArcGIS Pro 2.9, the error message, "Invalid Expression. NameError: 
name 'FindLabel' is not defined" is returned. 

BUG-000145486  The Share As Route Layers tool returns the "Error 030200" error message when sharing a 
solved vehicle routing problem layer. 

BUG-000145516  

Inserting multiple shapefiles as the input of the Append tool returns the error message, 
"The shape type of <> is not the same as that of previously entered datasets." 

BUG-000145523  When adding a web feature service (WFS) to an ArcGIS Pro map, the error message, 
"Error: Cannot create a table with duplicate column" is returned. 

BUG-000145524  ArcGIS Pro's Community Profile report does not abide by the transparency property 
applied to a hosted feature layer. 

BUG-000145529  

The Extract Values to Points tool fails and returns the following error message, "Error 
010005: Unable to allocate memory when points fall outside of the raster." 

BUG-000145596  The Antialiasing mode configured in ArcGIS Pro is not honored in the ArcGIS Server REST 
endpoint. 

BUG-000145598  

When repeatedly rearranging the order of a group of point layers in a web map published 
to Portal for ArcGIS 10.9 or 10.9.1 and subsequently saving in ArcGIS Pro 2.9.0, each 
layer's symbology is gradually distorted or blurred. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000145599  Remove Log4j from GeoAnalytics Tools and Apache Spark in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000145600  Log4J - Update Log4J in the Python module SAS-ArcGIS Bridge (SASPY). 

BUG-000145606  Update the ArcGIS Data Interoperability extension to take advantage of the Log4J 
updates. 

BUG-000145655  The fields of the ACE_Attributes in an AutoCAD DWG file are blank when the file is added 
to ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000145680  The GRIB2 data is unable to be opened nor added in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000145734  

When upgrading the geodatabase to 10.9.1/2.9, the problems are not correctly detected 
and result in the SDE-Repository corruption of the upgrades. 

BUG-000145735  

Update the ArcGIS Data Reviewer documentation to include information indicating a 
Standard license is required when using the new Data Reviewer Ready to Use Rules. 

BUG-000145742  

In ArcGIS Pro 2.9, saved tables within the Weighted Overlay geoprocessing tool are not 
displayed in the 'Select weighted overlay table to be loaded' window. 

BUG-000145757  It is possible to truncate a feature service with the Truncate Table tool. 

BUG-000145760  The Calculate Geometry tool fails, and returns a  traceback error message in ArcGIS Pro 
2.9 when the feature class has an attribute rule. 

BUG-000145762  

The route's geometry does not match the route's attribute information in the ArcGIS 
Enterprise 10.9.1 Network Analyst Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) solver. 

BUG-000145780  Overwriting an ArcGIS Online hosted feature layer that contains layer views fails when 
ArcGIS Pro is not logged in to the item owner's account. 

BUG-000145808  In ArcGIS Pro, the Import AIXM 5.1 Message tool is not importing any airspace data from 
customer-supplied messages. 

BUG-000145816  The Project tool enlarged the SLPK file created from the Create Integrated Mesh Scene 
Layer Package tool with no texture optimization. 

BUG-000145898  Clipping an annotation layer returns an error message, "Application has stopped 
working". 

BUG-000145921  The following error message, "Error 999999" is returned when using the Copy Parcels tool 
with data with editor tracking disabled. 

BUG-000145933  A hosted vector tile layer does not display at certain zoom levels in the ArcGIS Field Maps 
mobile app. 

BUG-000145954  Editor tracking values are not preserved when the Copy Parcels (Parcel) tool is run with an 
input parcel fabric layer that has selected polygons. 

BUG-000145972  When loading band_1 of a new TIFF file, selecting 'Yes' to calculate statistics crashes 
ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000146003  Joining a versioned feature class with a table containing the feature class's name in its 
name fails and returns an error message. 

BUG-000146006  

A VRP solver object initialized using an ArcGIS portal URL does not map time window 
fields on Orders, resulting in no solution or an invalid solution. 

BUG-000146031  Quick Import contains a string (,,”_FME_DATASET_IS_SOURCE_true”), and fails to open 
the Specify Data Source dialog box. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000146098  

After running the Add Join tool and exporting the joined data to a new feature class 
through the export feature, the attribute values change to <Null> in ArcGIS Pro 2.9.1. 

BUG-000146110  

Creating a map package in ArcGIS Pro fails when the  map contains a layer referencing a 
feature class with a German umlaut like ä, ö, and ü in its name. 

BUG-000146144  

The 'Nearby Restaurants' Infographic template fails through the Summary Reports tool 
when the Business Analyst Data Source is set to the 2021 installed Canada Dataset. 

BUG-000146160  

In ArcGIS Pro 2.9.1, when the decimal separator is set to comma, the Calculate Geometry 
Attributes tool fails on a float or double field and returns the following error message, 
"Calculate Geometry Attributes failed". 

BUG-000146207  

ArcGIS field data types documentation states acceptable inputs for Scale of Double Data 
Types are 0+. However, using 0 in both the Add Field geoprocessing tool and attribute 
table returns the error message, “Cannot add field (field name) to (feature class).” 

BUG-000146210  The total number of training blocks  being processed is incorrectly calculated in the Train 
Point Cloud Classification Model tool. 

BUG-000146211  

An error message is returned in the ArcGIS Pro LAS dataset pyramid when pyramid-
building fails due to tree architecture reaching its maximum number of levels. 

BUG-000146231  In ArcGIS Drone2Map, when a project is in a CRS with US Survey Foot units, the Volume 
tool only acknowledges the DTM as the elevation surface. 

BUG-000146235  A crash is encountered when attempting to draw LAS dataset points. 

BUG-000146237  

The simple line callouts with geometry do not upgrade or display in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000146238  

The Transfer Attributes (Editing) tool does not transfer true curves in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000146250  The documentation does not state that navigating to the Execution option is required to 
import a script in a toolbox in ArcGIS Pro 2.9.x. 

BUG-000146309  In ArcGIS Pro, the dynamic scale does not update upon switching the map to an existing 
bookmark. 

BUG-000146342  The Utility Network service fails to start with the error message, "The dataset name is 
invalid" returned. 

BUG-000146357  Pop-ups do not display for sub-type group layers when the Explore tool is set to 'Visible 
layers' and the layer is not selectable. 

BUG-000146370  When saving the Environments settings from the Analysis ribbon to preserve the Global 
IDs prior to creating a new model and only when running the model from the Task 
Scheduler inside ArcGIS Pro, the Environments settings are not honored and the Global 
IDs 

BUG-000146391  The cartographic realignment of a route with a high number of vertices and multiple time 
slices is taking an excessive amount of time to complete. 

BUG-000146454  In ArcGIS Pro 2.9.1, copying and pasting a map with a query layer produces a broken data 
source for the query layer in the copied map. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000146481  Some operations against feature services with branch versioned data that use 
asynchronous processing are being allowed for portal users that are not version 
administrators when the default version has protected access. 

BUG-000146484  The Calculate Geometry tool fails when using an enterprise geodatabase connection with 
Windows operating system authentication. 

BUG-000146492  Buffer calculations use the U.S. survey foot when converting units between imperial and 
metric, which is to be deprecated this year. 

BUG-000146494  The Spatial Join tool merges fields instead of append in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000146496  The error message, "Error: Split point results in a zero length polyline" is returned when 
using the Split Into COGO Lines tool against a coordinate geometry (COGO)-enabled 
feature service. 

BUG-000146497  

When opening a new project in ArcGIS Pro 2.9.1, after saving and reopening the project, 
Styles under the Catalog pane are broken and have to be repaired. 

BUG-000146505  

The cursor of the Reshape tool changes when executing it multiple times in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000146516  Error codes are required in the Analyze Airport Features tool to inform users of the 
missing required schema. 

BUG-000146518  

In the ArcGIS Pro 2.9 Analyze Airport Features help document, the usage point incorrectly 
mentions Input Runway Features for the Airport Control Point schema. 

BUG-000146519  In the Analyze Airport Features help documentation, the output fields, AGL, MSL, and 
VUOM, are not explained. 

BUG-000146520  The Analyze Airport Features populates VUOM in meters in the output table but all inputs 
have vertical units in Foot_US. 

BUG-000146530  

Feature class with the WGS 1984 projection fails to export the upper section when the 
map frame is set to the Wagner VII projection at the 1:40,000,000 scale. 

BUG-000146572  

The Update Subnetworks geoprocessing tool for a specific subnetwork fails with the error 
message, "Error 999999, Error: Unexpected Operation" returned. 

BUG-000146576  

Geocode services published from locators supporting a single feature type do not return 
records unless the Feature Type parameter is specified during reverse geocoding. 

BUG-000146606  The 'Ignore Invalid Locations' option in the Network Analyst solver is not honored for 
locations beyond a specified search tolerance. 

BUG-000146610  A segment from the branch versioned scenario documentation is misleading and requires 
adjustment. 

BUG-000146618  ArcGIS Pro crashes when executing the Match Layer Symbology To A Style tool within a 
script tool. 

BUG-000146639  The WFS To Feature Class tool fails when the input layer has a field name with double 
underscores. 

BUG-000146650  The contingent values are not ported over when switching from the default version to a 
child version using the Contents pane. 

BUG-000146664  ArcGIS Pro label properties fail and the labels disappear after importing a symbology from 
the ArcMap .lyr file. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000146673  The points do not display at certain scales when viewed in a stereo map. 

BUG-000146677  The GetZsFromSurfaceAsync method does not produce the correct values compared to 
the Add Surface Information geoprocessing tool. 

BUG-000146699  Incorrect variable use in the sample code from the import and copy metadata section in 
the documentation. 

BUG-000146727  ArcGIS Pro 2.9.1 crashes after switching the language to Czech when editing the 
metadata. 

BUG-000146729  The hyperlink in the pop-up is not clickable when the folder path has non-Latin 
characters. 

BUG-000146745  Creating mobile map packages fails for a large area with ArcGIS StreetMap Premium data 
from ArcGIS Online. 

BUG-000146749  

When trying to view geodatabase connection properties for a database connection 
without a saved username or password, ArcGIS Pro 2.9.1 crashes. 

BUG-000146752  

Relating a branch versioned point to a related table record in a child version does not 
display in the Version Changes window when the relationship class is attributed. 

BUG-000146772  Unregistering a feature class as a versioned data removes the updates to the default data 
version. 

BUG-000146789  The Export Subnetwork tool fails and returns the error message, “Operation is only 
allowed by the owner of the version” unless the user is the owner of the version or the 
version access is public. 

BUG-000146802  

The Disable Network Topology tool succeeds but leaves the topology in an enabled state. 

BUG-000146831  

For Expat (aka libexpat) versions before 2.4.4, there is a signed integer overflow in 
XML_GetBuffer for configurations with a nonzero XML_CONTEXT_BYTES. 

BUG-000146832  OpenSSL before 1.1.1L has a critical security vulnerability. 

BUG-000146833  

When attempting to open a table from a Snowflake cloud environment running on 
Windows in Spanish version in ArcGIS Pro, it fails with the error message, "Failed to open 
table. The number of points is less than required for feature." 

BUG-000146889  

The Import Associations tool fails with the error message, "Error 000192: Invalid value for 
ASSOCIATIONTYPE" when using the Utility Network Package tools. 

BUG-000146893  

Slow performance in ArcGIS Pro 2.9.1 when using the Aggregate Polygons (Cartography 
Tools) geoprocessing tool but takes seconds to complete the process in ArcMap 10.8.1. 

BUG-000146920  

Attempting to publish a web layer with a tile cache from ArcGIS Pro to ArcGIS Online 
generates an error if the map frame name contains a trailing space. 

BUG-000146934  Semicolon delimited files with decimal values in certain formats (#.###, ##.###, ###.###) 
are not imported correctly in ArcGIS Pro 2.9. 

BUG-000146959  

When exporting rasters from a mosaic dataset using the Export Raster pane, deselecting 
build pyramids is re-selected when the Output Format is changed. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000146968  Exporting a raster with the transparency setting configured to a PDF file format in ArcGIS 
Pro 2.9.1 results in an opaque output. 

BUG-000146996  The Add Surface Information (Spatial Analyst) tool does not work unless a 3D Analyst 
license is assigned. 

BUG-000146998  Restoring a row via Conflict Manager can create scenario where dirty areas become out of 
sync. 

BUG-000147004  

The features in the Web Feature Service (WFS) are rendered on the map at the wrong 
location when the service is published in the ArcGIS Enterprise 10.9.1 portal. 

BUG-000147006  

Unable to type in or change the dots per inch (DPI) when using ArcGIS Drone2Map to 
export a map to PDF, even though the documentation says it is possible. 

BUG-000147010  In ArcGIS Pro 2.6.8, the error message, "Realign Route failed unexpectedly" is returned 
with the Engineering network. 

BUG-000147014  Switching options for 'Allow Null' in ArcGIS Pro field design crashes the client when 
working with SQL Server geodatabase. 

BUG-000147030  ArcGIS Pro 2.9.x crashes when running the Create Cloud Storage Connection File 
geoprocessing tool. 

BUG-000147040  The Split Features tool fails with the error message, "There was an error during 
processing." 

BUG-000147058  

The ArcGIS REST API, Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) is returning incorrect departure and 
arrival time values after latest update to StreetMap Premium Data. 

BUG-000147086  The "Warning 240005" warning message is untranslated in ArcGIS Pro although a 
Japanese language pack is installed. 

BUG-000147089  Snapping stops working after using the Edit Vertices or Move tool with a specific 
workflow. 

BUG-000147104  The Extract Values to Points tool runs on empty input and returns the error message, 
"ERROR 999999." 

BUG-000147126  Changing the name of the Details Field Value text in the Contents pane corrupts the PDF 
export. 

BUG-000147130  

ArcGIS Pro crashes when running the Collapse Road Detail geoprocessing tool. 

BUG-000147141  

After using the Align Parcels tool, certain areas from one parcel type polygon feature class 
are moved and become unaligned with another parcel type polygon feature class. 

BUG-000147165  Date and time values do not get converted to UTC for XY Event layer when the source is a 
query layer. 

BUG-000147175  Include the example 'D' as a valid result for the 'Intersect' method under the 'Select 
multipoint using multipoint' spatial relationship in ArcGIS Pro's 'Select By Location graphic 
examples' help documentation. 

BUG-000147186  The Export Subnetwork tool causes ArcGIS Pro to crash if the text fields included in the 
Result Fields parameter contain a domain. 

BUG-000147212  A shapefile disappears from the map after joining it with a .dbf file stored in the same 
folder. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000147233  

The Manage Records pane returns duplicate results when the search is repeated. 

BUG-000147344  

arcpy.CalculateGeometryAttributes_management moves data when input features are in 
memory and a coordinate system parameter is used with another coordinate system. 

BUG-000147431  LRS Editing tools do not recognize selected centerlines when loaded more than once into 
a map. 

BUG-000147465  

The camera.setExtent script does not zoom to a layer correctly in ArcGIS Pro 2.9. 

BUG-000147510  

When using ArcGIS Pro 2.9.x to view a database table or view that is not owned by the 
current login account, one of the following error messages is returned, "DBMS table not 
found [ORA-00942: table or view does not exist]" or "Failed to open table." 

BUG-000147547  ArcGIS Pro fails to include field length when adding the global unit identifier (GUID) fields 
to ArcGIS Online hosted services. 

BUG-000147555  Unable to edit vertices in a utility network when the map projection is different than the 
layer's projection. 

BUG-000147630  Using the Modify Associations pane in a versioned data results in a long delay, and fails 
with a deadlock error. 

BUG-000147671  

The "Error 999999" error message is returned when running the Particle Track tool with 
the optional Output track polyline features parameter kept empty. 

BUG-000147682  The error message, "An unknown error occurred while changing the database version" is 
returned when changing the version of two maps that contain the same versioned data 
from the same data source. 

BUG-000147698  32-bit floating point NITF files do not open in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000147746  A conversion to a Keyhole Markup Language (KML) file does not pick up the feature name 
from the display field correctly and shows up as 'Placemark' when read in ArcGIS, and 'No 
Name' when read in Google apps. 

BUG-000147765  Certification of Microsoft ODBC Driver 18 for SQL Server connections. 

BUG-000147789  

Unable to edit the attribute table for branch versioned feature services when two feature 
services are from the same source and one of them has the editor information capability 
(realm) enabled on ArcGIS Server Manager. 

BUG-000147792  The 'linkage' tags in the MD_DigitalTransferOptions section are missing when exporting 
metadata in the ISO 19115-3 format. 

BUG-000147808  The Layer 3D To Feature Class tool shows "Tool is not licensed" when opening it with an 
ArcGIS Pro Basic license. 

BUG-000147820  

When running the Refresh Excel tool, the tool fails to execute and the error message, 
"ERROR 999999: Something unexpected caused the tool to fail. Contact Esri Technical 
Support (http://esriurl.com/support) to Report a Bug, and refer to the error help for 
potential solutions or workarounds" is returned. 

BUG-000147834  Attachments added to a branch service using Map Viewer in Portal for ArcGIS is not 
shown in ArcGIS Pro after a refresh. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000147851  The label is broken into new lines when using the custom Arcade expression in Map 
Viewer. 

BUG-000147861  Creating an association through an attribute rule fails with the error message, "unknown 
error" in an SQL Server Enterprise environment. The server incorrectly reports that the 
association already exists. 

BUG-000147899  

The Import Message tool fails when the delta file uses a long file pathname. 

BUG-000147966  

Unable to select a geodata service for the relative replica connection using ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000147975  

Some Canadian addresses have the incorrect X and Y coordinate results when using the 
findAddressCandidates operation in the ArcGIS World Geocoding Service. 

BUG-000147993  Overwriting the hosted feature service in Portal for ArcGIS 10.9.1 created from a CSV file 
utilizing Military Grid Reference System (MGRS) addresses is unsuccessful and crashes the 
service. 

BUG-000148005  

Unable to set values 0 in the ‘Left House Number From’ or ‘Right House Number From’ 
field when creating a custom street address locator in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000148055  

In ArcGIS Pro 2.9.2, the Network Common Data Form (netCDF) layer added to the mosaic 
dataset displays in an incorrect location with an incorrect shape and spatial extent. 

BUG-000148057  

The error message, “Compress edits in Default version before unregistering” is not 
displayed when unregistering a feature dataset in ArcGIS Pro. 

BUG-000148070  Missing geometry for some features after running the Export Subnetwork tool with the 
Include Geometry parameter enabled. 

BUG-000148075  Features disappear when zooming in and out after completing the edits. 

BUG-000148090  

The ArcGIS Pro Calculate Field expression type defaults to SQL for branch version feature 
services (which support SQL expressions) and returns the incorrect error "002118: 
Operation not supported on a table that has archiving enabled." 

BUG-000148098  

Unable to set the ArcGIS Pro default font to Microsoft JhengHei in a Chinese environment. 

BUG-000148116  The AddRastersToMosaicDataset command is inoperable after upgrading to ArcGIS Image 
Server 10.9.1 in Python 3.x. 

BUG-000148136  

Unable to upgrade a Postgres enterprise geodatabase in Amazon Web Services (AWS) 
Relational Database Service (RDS) and returns the following error, "Error: -25 ERROR: 
must be the owner of relation i14. The sde user cannot perform the upgrade. A user with 
dbo privileges is required." 

BUG-000148177  

When using the New Big Data Connection dialog box to connect to the dataset and setting 
the spatial reference of the geometry to either MGI 1901 Slovene National Grid (WKID 
3912) or Slovenia 1996 Slovene National Grid (WKID 3794), the Big Data feature class 
projects to the wrong country, Italy, instead of Slovenia. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000148178  The Sun Shadow Frequency tool in ArcGIS Pro fails with error 999999 when using certain 
multipatch features. 

BUG-000148203  The ArcGIS Business Analyst data source cannot be selected when the language setting in 
ArcGIS Pro is set to Japanese. 

BUG-000148241  

When exporting a map to PDF with the 'PDF Layers and Features Attributes' option 
enabled, a different domain's code appears instead of the description. 

BUG-000148265  Layout exports fail to render layers when the map includes a specific layer with a 
definition query. 

BUG-000148266  In ArcGIS Pro 2.9.2, MapTips do not display for the Preset Subtype group. 

BUG-000148331  The IsDirty property is not set to 'True' after editing an embedded tier in the utility 
network. Subsequently, Subnetwork Name for lower tiers is not updated, even after 
running Update Subnetwork. 

BUG-000148339  

When printing a map image in ArcGIS Enterprise 10.9.1 without a legend, the /legend 
method is still called in the request and causes performance issues. 

BUG-000148384  The exportImage operation fails on an image service published from a mosaic dataset 
built with OptimizeRasters raster proxies. 

BUG-000148390  

Setting M-values to a polyline feature in ArcGIS Pro places the values in the wrong order. 

BUG-000148399  Using NcML data as an input OPeNDAP URL for the Make OPeNDAP Raster Layer 
(Multidimension) geoprocessing tool causes ArcGIS Pro to crash. 

BUG-000148419  ArcGIS Pro 2.9.x crashes when using the Reconcile option on the Versioning tab if the 
Version Changes window is opened. 

BUG-000148467  A service created with the SDO_GEOMETRY data type and referencing a non-enterprise 
geodatabase fails to query when using both the Geometry and the Output Statistics 
parameters. 

BUG-000148474  

In ArcGIS Pro 2.9.2, the error message, "Edit operation failed. The row contains a bad 
value. [LAYER]The row contains a bad value [FIELD]," is returned when entering long 
strings in the fields with newly expanded Length values in the Attribute pane. 

BUG-000148495  Hydrology tools (Fill, Flow Direction, and Flow Accumulation) hang when run in ArcGIS Pro 
2.9.2 on Windows 11. 

BUG-000148576  The following French geocoding logic: BIS, TER, QUATER, and QUINQUIES are not 
recognized as part of the house number. 

BUG-000148577  

The slope result between the planar and geodesic options in ArcGIS Pro is incorrect. 

BUG-000148583  

The error message, "Error 002777 The name is invalid" is returned when saving a locator 
with a period between the pathname in the Create Locator tool. 

BUG-000148590  Provide the ability to run the Integrate tool on two-point curves such that the curves are 
not lost or straightened. 

BUG-000148624  Running the Directional Distribution tool creates ellipsoids with sharp corners and flat 
edges. 

BUG-000148664  In ArcGIS Pro, the user type extension check is still available when connecting to Portal for 
ArcGIS 11.0. 
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Issue Description 

BUG-000148727  

The Reverse Values operation in the raster symbology is not applied in Map Viewer 
although the symbology changes in the Symbology and Contents panes. 

BUG-000148866  FirstName issues in French geocoding logic. 

BUG-000148890  In ArcGIS Pro, splitting features from a hosted feature service deletes the values in the 
attribute table when a domain is assigned. 

BUG-000148909  When the polygon hatched fill symbols are used, Export Map to PDF results in display 
errors in PDF. The map is rotated and the exported map extent only shows some parts of 
the polygons. 

BUG-000148920  

When using the utility network's Remove Association tool, the edit operation fails when 
attempting to remove the association through the Attributes pane. 

BUG-000148939  Number 11 vs french word 'onze' is not available in French geocoding logic. 

BUG-000149079  Exporting a model to Python results in an additional .tbx extension in the path to the 
toolbox. 

BUG-000149081  

The error message, "Error 030206" is returned when attempting to share a route analysis 
layer based on an ArcGIS StreetMap Premium routing network dataset to a client portal. 

BUG-000149159  

The Map Production System (MPS) app fails to generate annotation features. 

BUG-000149259  Publishing a MapImageService with a Clustering-Symbology fails in an operating system 
with decimal characters other than '.'. 

BUG-000149375  

ArcGIS Pro fails to open the attribute table of text files that require delimited field names. 

BUG-000149386  Clustering does not work when using shared instances. 

BUG-000149452  Dividing an ArcGIS Parcel Fabric returns the "Divide Features failed" error message in 
ArcGIS Pro 2.9.2 and ArcGIS Enterprise 10.9.1 when dividing a parcel alongside an active 
record. 

BUG-000149479  Output attribute values from the 'Extract Values to Points' tool are shifted to one field to 
the right. 

BUG-000149497  When importing associations, logically deleted records must be filtered during duplication 
check with Utility Network 4. 

BUG-000149552  The map service outStat fails for the SDO geometry storage type. 

ENH-000105410 
'LAS Building Multipatch' tool doesn't support building footprint features that have true 
curves in them 

ENH-000109762 Allow editing in Arcgis Pro the high and low values of the stretch renderer 

ENH-000115683 Provide Conda Error messages in the python package manager interface in ArcGIS Pro 

ENH-000117079 
Provide the same editing options under ArcGIS Pro's Configuration > Operations that are 
available in ArcGIS Online and ArcGIS Enterprise. 

ENH-000120269 
Extend the "Transfer field domain description" geoprocessing environment option to 
include Enterprise databases (non-geodatabase). 

ENH-000120281 
ArcGIS Pro 2.4 is unable to use old Python environments yielding warning for Version 
Mismatch. Please allow future upgrades of ArcGIS Pro to also include previous python 
environments in the process. 
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Issue Description 

ENH-000125074 
In ArcGIS Pro, provide the ability to  copy complete path of the Feature class (including it’s 
name) either through the Feature class properties displaying the location to be copied or 
selecting the layer that displays the path in an address bar. 

ENH-000125535 
Support connection via Azure AD and with multi-factor authentication (MFA) from ArcGIS 
to Azure SQL Database 

ENH-000126573 
In ArcGIS Pro, there is no way to see the size of individual feature layers in a file 
geodatabase within the Catalog View 

ENH-000127015 Allow GeoJSON file format as an input in the FeatureSet.load function. 

ENH-000129305 
Add functionality to automatically clear display cache when closing project for ArcGIS Pro.  
ArcGIS Pro required automatically clear display cache while the program close a project or 
opening new project. 

ENH-000130577 
Add the ability to see Server connection information in the Favorites window and via 
detailed popups in ArcGIS Pro 

ENH-000132684 Provide a tool that can identify what version of ArcGIS Pro used to create the project. 

ENH-000132874 
Provide symbology options, to show color ramps and values in farenheit and celsius, for 
thermal imagery (FLIR) which is processed using Drone2Map for ArcGIS. 

ENH-000133464 
ArcGIS Pro Python Manager requires refreshing after Adding package to update the Add 
and Installed Pages. Automatically update the Add and Installed ArcGIS Pro Python 
Manager pages 

ENH-000133689 
Expand Summary Statistics functionality to support concatenation of multiple string/text 
fields. 

ENH-000133728 
Provide the ability to preserve the configuration of Select By Location and Select by 
Attributes option after closing the selection window in ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000134724 
In the Geocoding REST API, the findAdressCandidate operation does not give the full 
name of a Country, but only the country code. 

ENH-000135067 
Allow option change the source of related reports without having to rebuild the entire 
report. 

ENH-000137863 
Provide the ability to upload custom print templates directly through ArcGIS Enterprise 
and ArcGIS Online organizations. 

ENH-000138029 
The documentation for the Geographically Weighted Regression tool needs to clarify 
what 'Limited' functionality is at a Basic or Standard License level when we do not have a 
Spatial Analyst or a Geostatistical Analyst License. 

ENH-000138126 
Allow the Share Package ArcGIS Pro geoprocessing tool to be used in Python without 
traditional username/password Portal authentication. 

ENH-000138205 
Include a link or explanation that covers the expected format of a traverse file in the 
ArcGIS Pro "Import or export a traverse file" documentation 

ENH-000138309 
Provide a better error message when a Python Toolbox is chosen Default toolbox in 
ArcGIS Pro 

ENH-000138369 
Improve documentation for Viewshed 2 to include potential limitations regarding 
performance after updating GPU 



Issue Description 

ENH-000138588 
Provide an option to mask voxel data when importing for a more accurate interpolation in 
ArcGIS Pro 

ENH-000138712 
Request to allow the option to change the flash color or make the flash cross hair appear 
brightly in ArcGIS Pro 

ENH-000139239 
When exporting data from the Contents tab in ArcGIS Pro, allow for the Output location 
file explorer to show and select existing shapefiles for easy overwriting, like in ArcMap. 

ENH-000139531 Improve Cancel Performance for Feature Class to Feature Class. 

ENH-000139988 
Please improve the error message returned when running the Create Integrated Mesh 
Scene Layer Package geoprocessing tool. 

ENH-000140163 
In the Image Service Parameters table, under Has Live Data, alternative actions which are 
important, are not mentioned. 

ENH-000140409 Allow users to select a version of Collada when using Multipatch to Collada in ArcGIS Pro 

ENH-000140641 
Improve Esri documentation on configuring the ExtProc with libst_shapelib.so for an 
Oracle database within a Solaris Operating System 

ENH-000140760 Provide the ability to create a new group layer using arcpy. 

ENH-000141201 
Allow disabled  output fields set in the locator properties to also be disabled in the 
Detailed View results from the locate tool. 

ENH-000142351 
Provide equivalency between ArcGIS Pro & ArcPy to achieve the Overwrite Web Tool 
workflow. 

ENH-000142354 
Add new PCS to the Projection Engine for Ontario province, Canada that utilizes the GCS 
EPSG:8252 

ENH-000142648 
User receives a transformation warning when opening an existing ArcGIS Pro project 
containing an HDF multi band raster file that is projected in GCTP. There are no 
transformations available for these types of datasets and user has to re-add data into the 

ENH-000142686 
Please provide Pro documentation for Lidar surface constraints, including limitations for 
what visualizations support surface constraints 

ENH-000142791 
Add the functionality to create custom settings in the Export Map pane, similar to the 
custom ratios in the Export Movie pane. 

ENH-000143115 Improve UX for none-Supported 3D Symbol (GLB/GLTF 1.0) 

ENH-000143128 
Product File installers when executed through command line do not honor custom 
location specified for the INSTALLDIR parameter. 

ENH-000143382 
Provide the ability to support XMP format in GeoTagged Photos To Points geoprocessing 
tool in ArcGIS Pro. 

ENH-000143423 
Display More Obvious Credit Consumption Warning Window for ArcGIS Pro Tools and 
Processes that Consume Credits 

ENH-000143549 
Provide the ability for attribute table selections to be automatically cleared when the user 
creates/applies a new definition query. 

ENH-000144669 
Request for an additional setting to be added to the Locator Properties pane in which all 
units will be suggested once the base/main address is fully typed out. 

ENH-000145210 
Replace the older datum transformation (8968-69) for the new datum transformation 
(9751-52) for datum 1225. This has been corrected on the EPSG website. 



Issue Description 

ENH-000145273 
Please update the error message for the Fill Missing Values tool to specify that this will 
not work if polygons are not contiguous. 

ENH-000146161 
Misleading error message “Geodatabase must be enabled as geodatabase admin user” 
when enabling Enterprise Geodatabase 

ENH-000146253 Calculate Geometry tool Property should take into account the output coordinate system 

ENH-000146383 
LRS service on ArcGIS Server 10.8.1- Handle invalid "routeId" & "toRouteId" location 
parameters via REST endpoint without logging .MapServer crash Error 

ENH-000147057 
Geoprocessing tools that perform unit conversions should provide the option to use 
International or US Survey imperial units (rather than using US Survey units by default) 

ENH-000147202 
In An ArcGIS Pro Layout, Allow ability to separate the Service Credits Logo, from the 
Service Layer Credits text. 

ENH-000147368 
Provide the ability to choose which transformation you want to use when running the 
Calculate Geometry Tool inside of the attribute table of ArcGIS Pro 

ENH-000149917 
Enable automatic updating of a Measure values in a Centerline feature class when 
running LRS editing tools 
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